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SharePoint Designer Advanced 

SharePoint Designer Advanced   (1:00) 
Thank you for having me here today.   As mentioned, my name is Susan Hernandez, and I work at Applied Knowledge 

Group (http://www.akgroup.com).  I have been programming now for 10 years, and I have my MCSD certification as well 

as certification in SharePoint 2007 Configuration and SharePoint 2007 Application Development. 

 

For this session, we’re going to create a workflow using SharePoint Designer that is advanced in nature.  We will start 

out by giving you the agenda.  Then we’ll tell you the scenario for which we’re creating the workflow.  We’ll go over the 

lists and libraries that we are using for this workflow demonstration, and then we will jump in to creating the workflow. 

Agenda 
We will cover: 

 Logging to the History List – a Best Practice 

 Using Variables and Looking Up Data in Another List  

 Using a To-Do Item to Pause the Workflow 

 Updating Data in Another List 

 Notifications and Pausing the Workflow until a Specified Date 

 Using the Collect Data From User Action 

 Retrieving Data from the Collect Data From User Action 

Scenario 
Your group is responsible for conducting training classes on several different systems.  Users need to be able to register 

for training and specify the class they want to train in.   The training administrator needs to be notified that they have to 

assign a class to a new registrant.  Once the administrator assigns the class, the class attendance should be adjusted. 

Then an email should go out to the registrant to notify them of the class Date and Time and refer them to the Meeting 

Workspace.  Once the class has been completed, an email goes out to the user thanking them for taking the class.  If 

they have not completed the class, the Registrant should be forced to start over with a new registration. 

Lists and Libraries 
First let me show you the Lists and Libraries that I have set up 

http://www.akgroup.com/
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 Training Administrator 

o “Title” field – String field, Not Required 

o “Administrator Name” field – Person Field (stores the Administrator as a Person) 

o “Administrator Phone” field – String field, Not Required 

o “Active” field – Yes/No field, Default Value No 

 Classes Offered 

o “Title” field – String field, Required (holds name of class) 

 Training Classes – based off of the Calendar template 

o Changed the “Title” field to name “Class Title” – String field, Required  (stores a unique name of a class, 

such as “Microsoft CRM – January” 

o Added “Class Name” field – Lookup to the Classes Offered list 

o Added “Scheduled Attendance” field – Number field, Default to 0 

 Training Requests 

o “Title” field – String field, Not Required 

o “Registrant Name” field – Person Field (stores the name of the registrant as a Person) 

o “Class Name” field – Lookup to the Classes Offered list 

o “Training Class” – Lookup to the Training Classes list 

o “Class Completed” – Yes/No field, Default Value No 

Next, let me show you the customized form in the Training Registration list. 

 New form only shows Name and Class 

In the Transcript you will be receiving, I have listed all of the steps for you to create a custom New form 

o HOW-TO: 

 Open up your web site and expand Lists and expand the Training Requests list 

 Make a COPY of NewForm.aspx and paste it in.  Rename it to NewForm_custom.aspx 

 Open NewForm_custom.aspx.  Put it in Design view. 

 Delete the List Form Web Part in the “Main” content section 

NOTE:  You might receive the error “An error occurred while attempting to write to the file”; 

you will have to delete it using code view in that case.  Delete from 

“<WebPartPages:ListFormWebPart” thru to 

“</WebPartPages:ListFormWebPart>” 
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 Go back to Design view if you’re not already there.  Insert a Custom List Form control by clicking 

the Insert menu  SharePoint Controls  Custom List Form… 

 
 Select the Training Requests List and for the type of form to create, check New Item Form 

 
 Click OK and you should see your sample fields 
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 Put your cursor in the Title Column where the Header is (the left-hand side) 

 Switch to Code view.  You should now see your cursor right next to the word “Title” as shown in 

the following picture: 

 
 For each field you want to “Hide”, you will have to remove its entire <TR> (table row).  Highlight 

from the top <tr> to the bottom </tr> and press delete 
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 Repeat with the “Training Class” field and the “Class Completed” field. 

NOTE:  Do not remove the <xsl:if> statement right below the end </tr>.  See the picture 

below for an example: 

 
 Save the file. 

NOTE:  Make sure that you have changed the “Title” field to Not Required. 

 To associate the new Form with the list, right-click on the Training Requests list in the Folder List 

Pane on the left-hand side and select “Properties” 
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 Click the “Supporting Files” tab 

 In the second dropdown, choose Item (instead of Folder) 

 In the section where it says “New Item Form:” you want to click the browse button and navigate 

to Lists  Training Requests  NewForm_custom.aspx 

 Click OK 

 
 Click OK again.  You should now have your customized “New” form whenever you create a new 

item in the list! 

Next, we’re going to create a new Task list named “AAA Designer Workflow Tasks” 

 We have to do this because WHEN YOU CREATE a new workflow in SharePoint Designer, it associates it with the 

FIRST task list, alphabetically.   NOTE:  You can’t create the workflow first and then create the tasks list. 

 Create a new list based off of the Tasks list template, and name it “AAA Designer Workflow Tasks”.  Make sure 

you check “Yes” for “Send email when ownership is assigned.”  Make no field changes to the list.  Let’s take a 

look at the fields.  Notice that there are only Task Fields and nothing “special” about this tasks list. 
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Now we’re ready to start the workflow. 

 Title of Workflow:  “Training Request Processing” 

 Attach to the  Training Requests library 

 Select only “Automatically start this workflow when a new item is created”. 
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Logging to History List – Best Practice 
The first thing we’re going to do is to Log an entry into the History List.  You want to log information to your History List 

as often as you can – at least once in each step, twice if you’re doing a condition.  You need to be able to determine the 

state of the workflow by inspecting the History List. 

1. Step 1:  “Log Workflow Has Started” 

a. Create “Log To History List” action – type in “Workflow has Started” 

Using Variables and Looking Up Data in Another List  
Throughout the workflow, we will constantly be using stored information such as who the Active Administrator is, and 

what his/her phone number is.  We’ll also want to refer to information in the Training Classes list for information such as 

the training room location, the start time and end time, and the scheduled attendance. 

We could retrieve this data every time that we want to, but that entails a complicated screen, which we’ll get to in a 

minute.  What we’re going to do in this example is store this information once, so we can reuse it again later. 

Let’s start out by creating 2 variables.   

Side Note:  What is a List Item ID? 

Each entry in the list is called a List Item, and it has a List Item ID associated with it, which is just a whole number 

(1,2,3…etc) 

 

Back to Designer… 

1. In SharePoint Designer, click the “Variables …” button at the bottom 

2. Click “Add…” and type in a name of “Administrator Name” for the Name, and keep “String” for the Type. 

3. Click “Add…” again, and type in “Administrator Phone” for the Name, and again keep “String” for the Type. 

Now we have to Set these variables to the values we want to store in them. 

1. Step 2:  “Set Workflow Variables” 

a. Add an Action = “Set Workflow Variable” 

i. Click “workflow variable” and choose the workflow variable “Administrator Name”. 

ii. Click “value” and then  and here’s where it gets complicated. 
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This screen is called the “Define Workflow Lookup” screen, and you can choose in the first dropdown the “Source” that 

you want to pull the data from.  Your options are: 

 Current Item 

 Workflow Data 

 Another List or Library 

Current Item 

The Current Item represents the List Item that the workflow is currently running on.  So for example, say you added a 

new entry into the Training Requests list – that entry would kick off a workflow, and that entry would be considered the 

“Current Item”.  You can get fields from the Current Item such as our custom fields that we have created, “Registrant 

Name”, “Class Name”, “Training Class” and “Class Completed” 

Workflow Data 

Choosing Workflow Data as a source allows you to get to the values in any Initiation Parameters you might have, and 

any Variables that have been set. 

Another List or Library 

You can retrieve information from a List Item in another list, as long as you know which list item you want to filter for.  

We’ll see this in a minute. 

Back to our Designer Step. 

iii. Choose the “Training Administrator” list – that’s where the information is stored on what the 

administrator names and phone numbers are.  Let’s look at that list again – notice that the 

Administrator Name field stores the information for what administrator it is; Administrator 

Phone stores the Phone number; and the Active field is the field representing which 

administrator is currently the active Training Administrator. 

iv. Back in Designer, now that we’ve selected “Training Administrator”, you will notice that the 

screen has expanded to include more information.   I will first talk you through setting the 

parameters for this specific example, and then I will explain to you what the different 

parameters are used for. 

v. In our example, we need to choose the field in the Training Administrator List which specifies 

what the Administrator’s name is.   

 

So again, where did we store the information on the administrators, both active and inactive?  

In the Training Administrator list. 

 

Which field in that Training Administrator List specifies the Name of the Admin?  The 

Administrator Name field.  (Reminder – we’re looking to store the Administrator Name into the 

Administrator Name variable) 
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vi. Well, unfortunately, we saw that there are 2 List Items in the Training Administrator list.  How 

do we know exactly which list item to use?  We need to filter so that only one List Item is 

returned. 

 

 In our case, we are looking for the active administrator.  Click the third dropdown and select 

the Training Administrator: Active field. 

 

vii. For the text box at the bottom, we’ll select the yes for the value.  Click OK 

viii. You will now get a warning dialog.  Because we didn’t select an ID field, there is a possibility that 

the query could return more than one item – in other words, you could theoretically have two 

different items in the Training Administrator list that are both marked as “Active = yes”. 

 

We will accept this dialog by clicking Yes because we know that this list will not have duplicate 

data in it – it’s being monitored and maintained by the Training Administrator.   

ix. One way of looking at it is like a SQL statement: 

“SELECT [Administrator Name] FROM [Training Administrator] WHERE [Active] EQUALS ‘Yes’” 

x. But let’s just go through that dialog box one more time:   
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Let’s go on to setting our other variable. 

b. Add an Action = “Set Workflow Variable” 

i. Click “workflow variable” and choose the workflow variable “Administrator Phone”. 

ii. Click “value” and then  

1. Top Dropdown:   “Training Administrator” 

2. Second Dropdown:  “Administrator Phone” 

… where … 

3. Third Dropdown:   “Training Administrator: Active” 

… equals … 

4. Fourth Dropdown:  “Yes” 

Using a To-Do Item to Pause the Workflow 
In this next step, we are going to have the workflow wait until the administrator assigns the class to the registrant.   

I have chosen in this case to use a simple To-Do item to both alert the Administrator and pause the workflow at the 

same time.  Notice that I’m not using a “Collect Data From User” action, because I’m not actually asking the 

administrator for any information – I just want them to tell me when they’ve assigned a class. 

1. Step 3:  “Wait for Class Assignment” 

a. Create “Log To History List” action – type in “Waiting for Class Assignment”.  

b. Choose  “Assign a To-Do Item” action 

i. Click “to-do item” and you will get the wizard 

ii. Title:  “New Registrant Awaiting Class” 

iii. Description:  “Please assign a class to the attached Registrant and add them to the Meeting 

Workspace for that class.” 

Notice here that I referred to the “Attached Registrant” in the description of the task.  As you will be able to see at the 

end when we run the workflow, this is because the task automatically puts a link back to the List Item that the workflow 

is running on.  This is convenient in that the Administrator can see exactly who registered, and what class they want to 

register for. 

c. Assign the user 

i. Click “these users” 

ii. Here’s the first occurrence of us needing the Administrator Name.  We’ll click Workflow Lookup 

in the “Select Users” dialog 

iii. Instead of “Current Item” choose “Workflow Data”.  Again, that’s where all of our variables are 

stored.  Choose “Variable:  Administrator Name” 
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d. Create “Log To History List” action – type in “Class has Been Assigned”.    Notice I immediately logged 

this entry right after the Task assignment.  This is because the workflow pauses until the task assignment 

is marked as complete. 

Setting up another Variable 
We are going to frequently use information from the Training Classes list, such as the class Start and End times, the 

Location, and the Meeting Workspace URL.  Let’s set up another variable to hold this information. 

1. Step 4:  “Create Training Class Variable” 

a. Create a new variable – “Training Class List Item ID” of type List Item ID 

b. Create a “Set Workflow Variable” action 

i. Set “Variable: Training Class List Item ID” 

ii. TO: 

1. Click “value” and click  

2. We’re looking for the ID of the Class that the administrator assigned in the “Current 

Item” 

3. Click “Training Classes” in the top dropdown 

4. Click “ID” in the second dropdown 

5. For the filter, let’s filter by “Training Classes: Class Title” 

6. For the filter Value, we’ll choose the Current Item’s “Training Class” field.  We need to 

select the  button. 

 

Updating Data in Another List  
Next, we are going to have to increase the number of attendees in the Training Classes list, where the class is the one 

that the administrator selected for this request.   We are going to store the current attendance of that class in a variable, 
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increase that number by one and store the result in another variable, and then update the Training Class list with that 

new number. 

1. Step 5:  “Increase the Training Class Attendance” 

a. Create new variable – “Current Attendance” of type Number 

b. Create new variable – “New Attendance” of type Number 

c. Create a “Set Workflow Variable” action 

i. Set “Variable:  Current Attendance” 

ii. TO: 

1. Click “value” and click  

2. We’re looking for the Current Attendance of the Class that the administrator assigned in 

the “Current Item”.   

3. Click “Training Classes” in the top dropdown 

4. Click “Scheduled Attendance” in the second dropdown. 

5. For the filter, let’s filter by “Training Classes: ID” 

6. For the filter Value, we’ll choose the Workflow Data’s “Training Class List Item ID” 

variable.  We need to select the  button. 

 

We still haven’t actually increased the number of attendees; we simply retrieved the current number of attendees.  Now 

we need to add one to the attendance and Update the Scheduled Attendance field in the calendar. 

d. Add a “Do Calculation” Action 

i. For the first “value” just type in “1” 

ii. Leave the calculation at “plus” 

iii. For the second “value” click  and choose the variable “Current Attendance” from the 

Workflow Data choice 
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iv. In the Output To section, choose “Variable: New Attendance” 

Next we’re going to actually update the attendance to the number stored in the “New Attendance” variable.   We have 

to use the “Update List Item” action. 

e. Add an “Update List Item” action. 

v. Choose the list “Training Classes” 

Here’s another difficult screen.  It wants us to specify the List at the top, which we just did, the Filter at the bottom, and 

then the field or fields we want to update in the middle. 

vi. First we’ll set the filter.  We want the Training Class List Item in the Training Classes list where 

the ID of the Class is the same one that the Administrator assigned (in the current item); this is 

the variable we stored in Step 4. 

vii. In the bottom, select “Training Classes : ID” for the Field 

viii. For the value, we’ll select the  button, Workflow Data, and the variable “Training Class List 

Item ID” 

ix. For the Middle section, this is where we need to add what field to update.  Click on the Add 

button 

x. We’ll select the field Scheduled Attendance, which is the field in the Training Classes list that 

we selected at the top 

xi. For the Value, we want to select “Workflow Data” and select our variable, which we named 

“New Attendance”. 
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f. Finally in this step, we want to again log to the history list   “Attendance has been modified” 

Notifications and Pausing the Workflow until a Specified Date 
Now that the administrator has assigned the class, and the class attendance was increased, we want to notify the 

Requestor of their class assignment:  The name of the class, the information about the class, and the Meeting 

Workspace URL for that class. 

1. Step 6:  “Alert Requestor of Class Assignment” 

a. Insert a “Send an Email” action.  Click on “message” to configure the email 

i. TO:  Originator  (User who Created Current Item) 

ii. Subject:  “You have been scheduled for a Training Class” 

iii. Body: 

 

You have been scheduled for training for the [Training Class] class.  Please see the <a 

href=”*Workspace URL+”>Meeting Workspace</a> for additional information such as Attendees 

and Agenda. 

 

Start Date / Time:   [Start Time] 

End Date / Time:  [End Time] 

Location:  [Location] 

 

For additional information, please contact [Administrator Name] at [Administrator Phone]. 

 

b. We’ll need to fill in all of those placeholders with the data from the lists 

i. For [Workspace URL] click “Add Lookup to Body”.  

1. Top Dropdown:  “Training Classes” 

2. Second Dropdown:  “WorkspaceURL” 

3. Third Dropdown (filter):  “Training Classes: ID” 

4. Fourth parameter:  Click  and choose Workflow Data.  Choose the variable “Training 

Class List Item ID” 
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ii. For *Start Time+ click “Add Lookup to Body” 

1. Top Dropdown:  “Training Classes” 

2. Second Dropdown:  “Start Time” 

3. Third Dropdown (filter):  “Training Classes: ID” 

4. Fourth parameter:  Click  and choose Workflow Data.  Choose the variable “Training 

Class List Item ID 

iii. For *End Time+ click “Add Lookup to Body” 

1. Top Dropdown:  “Training Classes” 

2. Second Dropdown:  “End Time” 

3. Third Dropdown (filter):  “Training Classes: ID” 

4. Fourth parameter:  Click  and choose Workflow Data.  Choose the variable “Training 

Class List Item ID 

iv. For *Location+ click “Add Lookup to Body” 

1. Top Dropdown:  “Training Classes” 

2. Second Dropdown:  “Location” 

3. Third Dropdown (filter):  “Training Classes: ID” 

4. Fourth parameter:  Click  and choose Workflow Data.  Choose the variable “Training 

Class List Item ID 

v. For *Administrator Name+ click “Add Lookup to Body” 

1. Choose Workflow Data 

2. Choose “Administrator Name” variable 

vi. For *Administrator Phone+ click “Add Lookup to Body” 

1. Choose Workflow Data 

2. Choose “Administrator Phone” variable 

c. We’re done creating the email.  Next, we’ll log to the History List “Requestor alerted of Class 

Assignment” 

Now, the class has been scheduled, the Requestor has been notified.  We want to make sure that they have actually 

completed the class, and if so we’ll send them a Thank You note.  So we have to wait until the class is over.  Fortunately, 

we have a field in the Training Classes list called “End Time” which represents the day and time that the class ends. 

d. Insert a “Pause Until Date” action 

i. Select “Training Classes” for the Source 

ii. Select “End Time” for the Field 

iii. For the filter, select “Training Classes : ID” 
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iv. For the filter value, select the Workflow Data and “Training Class List Item ID” variable 

 

The workflow will now wait until the end of that class before it continues. 

Using the Collect Data from User Action 
1. Step 7:  “Ask Administrator if Class was Completed for this Registrant” 

We now need to ask the training administrator if the user has completed the class or not.  They could have left the class 

early, or not shown up for the class due to meeting conflicts.  We’re going to use the action called “Collect Data From 

User” this time, because we’re actually looking for them to answer a question. 

The way that the “Collect Data From User” action works behind the scenes, is that the action actually uses the Task List 

that was associated with the workflow, and it adds custom fields to that Task list for each and every field that you set up 

as information you wish to collect.  Since this could theoretically be many pieces of information, you can’t stick the 

result into one variable.   

So what you have to do is you have to get the exact List Item of the Task that is being created in the Tasks list, so that 

you can later look up that exact task and retrieve all of the information that was collected for you.  The way it does this, 

is that the Collect Data From User action outputs a variable of type List Item ID, which represents the EXACT task that it 

creates. 

a. Add another variable to hold the List Item ID we’re going to receive from the user – whether or not they 

have completed the class. 

i. Click Variables… 

ii. Click Add… 

iii. Type in for the name ”Class Completed List Item ID” 
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iv. For the Type, you must select List Item ID – this is the only type of variable that the Collect Data 

From User action will store data in to. 

 

b. Log “Determining if Class was Completed” 

c. Now we will have to set up the “Collect Data From User” action.  It gives us a Wizard to do so. 

i. Add the action “Collect Data From User” 

ii. Click on data 

iii. Click Next 

iv. Again, here, we want to create a very descriptive Name and Description.  For the name, we’ll 

type in “Determine if Class was Completed” 

v. For the Description, we’ll type “Please select if the attached requestor has completed the class 

marked in their record.” 

vi. Click Next 

vii. Here is where we define what it is we’re trying to get from the user.  What do we want to ask 

them?   

1. Click Add…  

2. Type in “Class Completion” for the Field Name 

3. Type in “Please choose Completed or Not Completed” for the description 

4. We’re going to manually have to set up for them choices of Completed/Not Completed.  

Select for the Information Type Choice (menu to choose from) 

5. Click Next 

6. Here we have to fill in our choices, our default value, the display we want, and a couple 

of parameters.   

Type in “Completed” and press Enter and type in “Not Completed” 

Do not set a Default Value 

Choose Radio Buttons as the display 

Do not allow fill-in or blank 

viii. Click on this user.  Once again, we see the Select Users screen. 

ix. As before, we’re going to double-click on Workflow Lookup – we want to assign this “Collect 

Data From User task” to the Training Administrator .  Choose Workflow Data, and the variable 

“Administrator Name” 

x. Finally, scroll over to the right, and click on Variable: collect 

xi. Select Variable: Class Completed List Item ID 

Retrieving Data from the Collect Data From User Action 
In this Last step we’re going to find out if the Administrator answered that the Registrant has Completed the training 

class or not.  We need to add a condition, and Look Up that information. 

1. Step 8:  “Retrieve Answer From Administrator” 
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a. Click Conditions and Compare any data source 

i. Click on the first value 

ii. Click the fx function button  

iii. Here is where we need to find out whether or not the Registrant has completed the training.  

Click the dropdown and select AAA  Designer Workflow Tasks, which is the task list that is being 

used for the workflow tasks. 

iv. Next, in the second dropdown, we want to select what field.  Choose ”Class Completion”, which 

is what we set up in the task list earlier when setting up the collect data action. 

v. Next, we have to specify exactly which task we’re looking for.  This is where the variable we set 

up comes into play.  Select AAA – Designer Workflow Tasks:ID from the third dropdown. 

vi. Next, we have to give it the variable which is storing this ID.  Select the fx function button  

next to the last dropdown. 

vii. Select Workflow Data for the top and Variable: Class Completed List Item ID for the bottom 

dropdown 

 

viii. Click OK and OK again 

ix. Leave equals as it is 

x. Click on the second value 

xi. Select Completed 

b. OK now we’ve determined that the class was completed.  Let’s add a couple of actions. 

c. First we need to set a field in the current item. 

i. Set “Class Completed” to “Yes” 

d. Next, we’re going to Email the Registrant a Thank You email 

i. TO:  Originator  (User who created current Item) 

ii. Subject:  “Thank you for completing the class” 

iii. Body: 

 

Thank you for completing the [Training Class] class.  We look forward to seeing you again for 

another class. 

 

iv. For the *Training Class+ placeholder, click the “Add Lookup to Body” button.  Keep the default 

selection of Current Item and choose the “Training Class” field. 

e. And as always, we’re going to log our information – this time we’ll say “Training Complete - Workflow 

has Completed” 

f. ELSE CONDITION 

i. What if, however, the Registrant didn’t complete the class?  Well then that user has to start all 

over with a new Request.  We don’t want to keep the current request because that would just 

confuse matters.  So we’ll delete the item.  However, we want to do this last. 
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ii. Click “Add ‘Else If’ Conditional Branch” 

iii. So first, let’s send an email to the Requestor stating that they didn’t take their class 

1. TO:  Originator  (User who created current Item) 

2. Subject:  “Training Class not completed” 

3. Body: 

 

We’re sorry to hear that you did not attend or complete the *Training Class+ class. 

 

Once your schedule permits, please enter a new training request into the Training 

Requests list. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact [Administrator Name] at [Administrator 

Phone]. 

 

4. For the *Training Class+ placeholder, click the “Add Lookup to Body” button.  Keep the 

default selection of Current Item and choose the “Training Class” field. 

5. For the *Administrator Name+ placeholder, click the “Add Lookup to Body” button.  

Choose Workflow Data, and choose the variable “Administrator Name”. 

6. For the [Administrator Phone] placeholder, click the “Add Lookup to Body” button.  

Choose Workflow Data, and choose the variable “Administrator Phone”. 

iv. Next, we’ll do our trusty Log entry   “Training Not Complete - Deleting Item” 

v. And finally we’ll use the “Delete Item” action, specifying the Current Item. 

Running the Workflows 
Now that we’ve completed our workflow, let’s run through both scenarios where the user both takes the class, and 

where the user does not take the class. 

Let’s first take a look at the Tasks list, to see how these To-Do tasks and the Collect Data From User tasks actually work.  

We’re going to navigate to the “AAA Designer Workflow Tasks” and we’re going to go to List Settings. 

First we’ll notice that Content Types have been turned on.  We have 2 new Content Types – “New Registrant Awaiting 

Class” and “Determine if Class was Completed”.  If you recall, these were the names of the “Assign a To-Do Item” action 

and the “Collect Data From User” action that we set during the setup of the workflow. 
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We also see an extra column: 

 

Notice that there is a Choice Field called “Class Completion”.  This was from the “Collect Data From User” action that we 

set up. 

Let’s get back to running our workflow.  But before we do that, we need to set the date in our Training Classes list so 

that we won’t have to wait until May to be able to resume the workflow .  Set the End Time on one of the classes to 

about 5-10 minutes past whatever time it is right now. 

And Finally, let’s add an entry to our “Training Requests” list so that the workflow will kick off.  Enter a new Registrant, 

and for the Class Name, choose the name of the class that you switched the time on.  Very shortly, you (as the Training 
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Administrator) should be receiving an email notifying you of a new Registrant that needs a Class Assignment. 

 

If you navigate to the task, you will see the following screen: 

 

You can click on the link for the Related List Item to get to the registrant’s entry, and assign a class to them.  Then, you 

have to go back to the task and mark it as Complete. 
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Next, the registrant will get an email stating that they have been assigned a class: 

 

Once the class has been completed, i.e. the End Time of the class has been reached, shortly thereafter you (as the 

Training Administrator) will receive a Task Notification email that you have a new task: 
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You will need to go into that task and mark it as Completed: 

 

Once they mark the class as completed, the registrant will receive a Thank-You email: 

 


